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Using Special Collections in Teaching & Learning
Students who engage with special collections and archives enhance their learning in
several ways:
• Primary sources take them closer to the people, events and themes they are studying.
• Working with unique sources enhances research and critical analysis skills.
• Students can make genuine discoveries and interpret sources that have never been used
before.
• Handling and reading old books and documents, personal diaries, intimate letters and
first-hand accounts of historic events can ignite excitement.
• Incorporating primary sources into their research helps students take the next step in
their academic journey as an independent researcher and thinker.

Background
Honors Colloquium (HON 111/112)
Honors
Colloquium Learning Outcomes:

Required for all first-year HC students, this two-semester sequence lays the foundation
for your development as an Honors Scholar. Focused on a common theme, this class
will encourage you to think creatively, be curious and investigative, and ask rich and
Develop
the art of questioning as a tool for intellectual
complex
questions.
HON
111 (Fall)
exploration
Students will learn how to encounter and interact with different kinds of writing and
texts; how to become a better analytical reader; how to collaborate with fellow
Encounter
interact
with
different
kindsandofhow
writing
scholars; how toand
engage
in academic
debate
and discourse;
to improve
communication skills, both written and oral.

Become a better analytical reader

HON 112 (Spring)
In HON 112, students will go from a focus on asking questions to a focus on
Collaborate
fellow
scholars
answering them. with
While they
continue
to hone the skill of asking rich and rewarding
questions, they will also begin developing the tools needed to find answers. In
short, in HON
students will
learn how
to undertake
“research,” broadly defined,
Engage
in 112
academic
debate
and
discourse
what research looks like in various disciplines, the ethics of research, and how
research develops organically.

Improve your written and oral communication skills

Collaboration between Instructor & Curator

First Year Experience
Librarian & Learning Design
Coordinator/ Assistant
Professor
Role: Course instructor

Curator of Rare Books and
Mississippiana / Professor
Role: Special Collections &
Archives Instruction
Librarian

McCain Library and Archives

McCain Library
Visits &
Activities

1st Visit

3rd Visit

• Overview of Archives &
Special Collections
• Speed Dating with Artifacts

• Rare Books & Historical
Manuscripts
• Show, Tell, & Touch

Fall 2021

Spring 2022

Fall 2021

Spring 2022

2nd Visit

4th Visit

• Research Teams
• Development of a Research
Topic
• Exploring supplemental
materials

• Research Teams
• Development of a Research
Topic
• Exploring supplemental
materials

Introduction to Archives &
Special Collections
Research

Student Research
Presentations
Topics:
•

1960-70s Counterculture

•

Womens' History at Southern Miss

•

Civil Rights & Segregation in Mississippi

•

LGBTQ+ Liberation

•

UFO Sightings in Mississippi

Introduction to Archives & Special Collections
Research Project
Introduction to
Archives & Special
Collections

Speed Dating with
Artifacts

Research Topic
Development

Research using
supplemental
primary source
materials

Research using
supplemental
secondary &
tertiary materials

Presentation of
Research Project

Special Collections & Archives
Group-based Research Project
Gain familiarity of the use and purpose of special
collections and archives
Examine and analyze historical documents and materials
Develop a research topic and conduct research in Special
Collections and Archives
Work with curator to select primary and secondary sources
Select and utilize secondary and/or tertiary sources to
supplement with course instructor guidance
Create and deliver a research presentation

Writing Technologies: Past and Present
•
•

What role/impact do these technologies play/have in the
composing process?
How does lack of familiarity with a specific technology affect
one's writing?

Quill & Ink Composing
(In-class Activity)
Supplies:
•

Calligraphy ink

•

Water (to dilute ink)

•

Calligraphy paper or parchment

•

Plastic straws

•

Scissors

Activity instructions:
1. Prepare plastic straw quills ahead of time.
2. Create workstations: ink pots, plastic straw "quills",
and paper.
3. Have students practice with their "quills".
4. Provide a writing prompt.
5. Facilitate post-activity discussion/reflection.

Show, Touch, & Tell Activity
@ McCain Library &
Archives

Develop the art of questioning as a tool for
intellectual exploration

Writing
Technologies
& Early Books

Encounter and interact with different kinds of
writing and early printing

Encounter and engage with different writing
and printing technologies

Reflect on the effect of writing and printing
technologies on composing, communication,
and society

Community Cookbooks

Cookbook Activity

• Rewrite recipe for modern day

Cookbook Activity

• Include questions that need clarifying
• Post Activity Discussion: Unwritten culinary knowledge; Cookbooks as
community (shared) knowledge

Develop the art of questioning as a tool for
intellectual exploration

Community
Cookbooks

Encounter and interact with historical community
cookbooks

Utilize cookbooks as primary sources

Understand the historical significance of
cookbooks
Reflect on cookbooks as shared/community
knowledge
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